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springs of the earlier devices were too weak or too rigid to accom-
plishthe purpose intended,-a proposition which, even in the absence
of proof on the point, is not admissible, because it could have reqUJired
no inventive power to substitute an efficient spring for one found to
be defective either for lack or for excess of strength. The corn plow
of Barnett shows a combination substantially identical and desig-ned
for a like purpose with the combination described in the first of these
claims; and it certainly could not have involved invention or dis-
covery to put into the Thomas and Mast seed planter, in lieu of the
devices there shown for moving the pivoted side wings, the springs
either of the Barnett plow or of the Walker cultivator. Wdth such
substitution, the Thomas and Mast planter would contain a complete
exemplification of the first claim, as it does, also, of the telescopic
spout, which alone distinguishes the second claim from the first. The
decree below is reversed, with instruction to dismiss the bill.

STEPHENSON et al. v. LYON.

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit. October 5, 1897.)
No. 226.

PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-MACHINES FOR STUFFING MATTRESSES.
The Stephenson patent, No. 376,399, for a machine for stuffing mattresses,

consisting of a box In which the filling Is molded, a plunger to press it for-
ward Into the tick, and a gate in front of tJhe spout over which the tick is
placed, and which is raised when the filling Is pushed forward, construed,
and held not infringed by a device In which the filling is not molded, but
Is reduced to appropriate dimensions by the pressure of feed rolls, which
carry It forward and press It into the tick.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the North-
ern District of Illinois.
This was a bill in equity by Edwin N. Stephenson and others against

George Lyon for alleged infringement of certain patents granted to
complainants, and relating to machines for stuffing mattresses. The
circuit court dismissed the bill, and complainants have appealed.
John H. Whipple, for appellants.
James H. Peirce and Geo. P. Fisher, for appellee.
Before WOODS, JENKINS, and SHOWALTER, Circuit Judges.

SHOWALTER, Circuit Judge. This was a bill for an injunction
and an accounting. The appellants were complainants in the court
of original jurisdiction. The canse of action is an alleged infringe-
ment of letters patent of the United States numbered 376,399, and
letters patent numbered 399,093. The case was abandoned in the
trial court as to the latter patent, and after a hearing on the merits
as to the former the bill was dismissed for want of equity. Com-
plainants thereupon brollght the record to this court.
As stated in the specification of letters patent numbered 376,399,

the invention of that monopoly "relates to a machine for stuffing mat-
tresses." In this machine the compartment for receiving the stuff-
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ing material is a rectangular box, set with its greater longitudinal
section horizontal. This box is of the width of the mattress to be
made. The vertical extension of its longitudinal sides is somewhat
greater than the thickness of such mattress. The bottom is firmly
attached to the sides, and is a continuous horizontal plane. A gate,
movable up and down in vertical side grooves, constitutes, when in
its lower position, the front end of this box. Outwardly from this
gate is a rectangular, horizontal extension, adapted in width and
thickness to the form of the molded mattress stuffing, and called in
the specification "the spout." Over this spout the mattress tick--
being, for the purpose, open at one end-is drawn in numerous slight
folds, and through this spout, when the gate is raised, the molded
or formed stuffing material is thrust, carrying with it the enveloping
tick; the latter, as the formed material enters, being gradually pulled
off the spout, until completely filled. At the rear end of the compart-
ment already mentioned, wherein the stuffing material is initially
received, is an upright board, fixed transversely, and adapted, by
means of a rack bar in the rear, to be moved over the
bottom of the box, and through the spout, in expelling the formed or
molded stuffing material. This board constitutes, when in its rear-
most position, the rear boundary of the compartment or receptacle
for the stuffing material for a single mattress. This movable end
piece is called in the specification "the plunger." The stationary por-
tion of the compartment referred to, namely, the bottom and sides,
is called in the specification "the box." At the rear end of the box,
and extendihg transversely, between uprights, from one side to the
other, is a horizontal bar, to which is hinged a cover, which is let
down from its forward end when the material has been placed in the
stuffing compartment. This hinged cover is thereupon further press·
ed down and held in its lowest position by means of a lever and
crossbar. When the cover is so pressed down, the mattress filling is
reduced to the thickness and width of the proposed mattress. The
plunger is then moved forward until, by pressure from it and from
the closed gate in front, the stuffing material (being meantime held
between the sides, bottom, and cover) is reduced in length to that
of the mattress. By this process the stuffing material is pressed,
and in a manner molded or formed, so as to fit the tick. The gate in
front, and covering the spout, is then raised; and by the further for-
ward movement of the plunger the molded stuffing material is pushed
so that it slides over the smooth bottom of the box, and through the
spout, and into the tick. In this machine the box, the plunger, the
gate, and the cover constitute, in substantial measure, a former or
mold; and by pressure in this mold or former, as described, the mat-
tress filling is first compacted to the dimensions of the tick, and then
thrust forward by the plunger into the tick.
The alleged infringing machine has the spout over which the tick

is drawn, and through which the material passes into the tick. 1m·
mediately in the rear of the spout are two cylinders or rollers, so
placed that the approach to the rear opening of the spout is between
them. One of cylinders is immediately above the other, the
axis of one being parallel with that of the other. The distance be·
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tween the outer surfaces of these rollers is the thickness of the
proposed mattress, and also, of course, the thickness of the spout.
Immediately behind and adjoining these two cylinders is the gate,
and at the rear end of the box or compartment in which the stuffing
material is first received is what is called in that mechanism a "fol-
lower." The sides of the box are upright, as in the appellants' ma-
chine. A cover is also, or may be, made use of in the appellee's ma-
chine; but this cover is constrncted of slats at considerable distances
apart, and the function of this cover is to aid in getting or holding
the material ready for pressure, rather than to assist in forming or
molding the same, as in the appellants' machine. The follower in
the appellee's machine is attached to the bottom of the box; and the
bottom, instead of being a stationary and smooth structure, as in
the appellants' machine, is flexible,-being made of cloth, or some
snch material, and having a continuous movement over the under-
most roller, like an endless chain. In the process of making a mat-
tress in this machine, the material is first distributed in the com-
partment here described. The cover, if it be used at all, is then low-
ered to a horizontal position, but not for the purpose of compressing
the material to the thickness of the mattress. The gate in front is
then removed. The cylinders or feed rolls are then made to revolve,
and the material is carried forward, and by their action is drawn be-
tween them, being compressed from point to point as it passes
through. The follower in one of the machines introduced in evidence,
when it reached the point where the cylinders were, passed on through
to the mouth of the spout; thus driving the rear end of the mat-
tress through the spout, and into the tick. This follower in the ma-
chine spoken of was made of two upright boards set parallel with
each other, and connected together with crosspieces so that when the
rear board was at the rear end of the spout the front board was at
the front end. The evidence shows, however, that in making mat-
tresses in series on the appellee's machine this follower consists, or-
dinarily, of a single board, and the rear end of one mattress, after it
has passed through the feed rolls, is driven out of the spout by the
front end of the next mattress as it follows through the feed rolls.
It will be seen that in the appellee's machines the mattress is not
molded, but the stuffing material is reduced in thickness to the ap-
propriate dimensions of the mattress by the pressure of the feed rolls.
The mattress is not first formed or molded to the dimensions of the
tick, and then thrust into the tick, as in the appellants' machine.
There are seven claims in the appellants' patent. Each of these

claims is on a combination, and in each one "the box" is a factor. As
already stated, "the box" in the appellants' patent consists of the
two longitudinal upright sides, and the smooth stationary bottom.
This box, the plunger, the gate. and the cover, together, constitute a
former, in which the stuffing material may be compressed to the di-
mensions of the tick. The upright sides, and the moving, adhering
bottom, of what must be considered, for the purposes of the argu-
ment, the box, in the appellee's device, are not the same as the box
in the appellants'. The bottom is not stationary, the compressed
material does not slide over it, and it and the sides are not the in-
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strumentauty for compressing the stuffing material. The function
performed by the box: in the appellants' machine is not performed by
the corresponding parts in the appellee's. Again, the follower in the
appellee's machine is not analogous to the plunger in the appellants'
machine. The function of the plunger, aside from its aid in the mold-
ing or forming process, is to push the formed stuffing material be·
tween the cover, bottom, and sides, through the spout, and into the
tick. Nothing of this kind takes place in the operation of the appel-
lee's machine. The material is simply laid in the compartment con-
stituted by the gate, follower, sides, and movable bottom, and is
thence drawn, by force of the feed rolls and the movement of the bot-
tom, through the feed rolls, and in that way the mattress is made.
There is not in the appellee's device any factor or element which an-
swers either to the bOj( or to the plunger in the appellants' device.
In each claim the box is a factor; in each, the plunger is a factor.
Since the appellee's device.shows no combination of elements which
contains either of these features, there is no infringement. The de-
cree dismissing the bill for want of equity is affirmed.

CONTINENTAL TRUST CO. et at. v. TOLEDO, ST. L. & K. C. R. CO.
(Circuit Court, N. D. Ohio, W. D. September 18, 1897.)

No. 1,205.
1. FEDERAL COURTS - ANCILI.ARY JURISDICTION - MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE-

POSSESSION OF HES.
A federal court has ancillary jurisdiction of a mortgage foreclosure suit.

irrespective of the citizenship of the parties. where all the property affected
is already in its possession through its receiver in another suit.

S. SAME-ANCILI,ARY JURISDICT·ION-PLEADING AND PRACTICE.
The dependence of an ancillary upon an original suit for purposes or

jurisdiction does not throw both suits into hotchpot, and dispense with the
ordinary rules of pleading and practice as to parties proper and necessary
to each cause of action. Parties to lihe original bill are not thereby made
parties to the dependent bill, nor have they any more right to intervene
in the dependent cause than if the court had independent jurisdiction
thereof. And the dependent cause is proceeded in without regard to the
pleading or course of the principal suit.

8. CONSOLIDATION OF CAUSES-OIUGlNAL AND ANCILLARY SUITS.
Original and anclllary suits should· be consolidated, where no one will be

injured thereby and where their nature permits, as in the case of a creditors'
bill and a foreclosure bill against the same insolvent railroad corporation.

4. SAME-PARTIES.
A receiver appointed in 8. creditors' suit against an insolvent railroad

company is not a proper party to an ancillary suit against the same com- ,
pany to foreclose a mortgage on the property in his hands.

IS. CREDITORS' BILL-PRACTICE - HEARING OF CLAIMS - ADVERTISEMEJS"T BY
MASTER.
In a creditors' suit against an insolvent railroad company, it is the proper

practice to require the master to advertise the hearing of claims against
the company, fiXing a time for their presentation in his office, and a time
for hearing objections to the same.

1I. EQUITY PLEAlJI;<lG-INTERVENING PETITIONS-HESTRICTIONS BY THE COrEl'.
Where intervening petitions are filed without leave in a railway mortgage

foreclosure suit three years after they might have been tendered, and
where the delay has the appearance of laches, it is in the discretion of the


